COMPANY PROFILE

WHO ARE WE

We are an independent private company head-quartered in Kolkata, India undertaking tank calibration, inspection, UST, tank and terminal survey, certification (through independent and various international governmental metrological departments and 3rd party inspection agencies), ultrasonic testing, tank settlement and tilt survey. The concept to calibrate tanks was conceptualized in 1987 by Late Tomojit Ghosh (1935 to 1995). He was a chemical engineer from Jadavpur University, Kolkata, along with a Master degree and held expertise in the field of metallurgy, inspection and survey.

OUR VISION

Since then we have grown across India and been spreading across international boundaries to extend our quality services to all types of organizations - big or small. Half of Iraq's oil exports go through our inventory system is a proof big enough of our capabilities. But no job is considered a small job. We get involved in all small things. We are motivated to climb higher in today's competitive contemporary industrial arena. Carrying on the concept and legacy and led from the forefront by Prosenjit Ghosh, AMIE, an engineer with an experience of 25 years and providing unique technical and mathematical innovation, we are committed to provide not only volumetric accuracy but complete survey solutions to our clients at competitive rates - both pan India and internationally. Our global footprint is a proof to our realizing TGC to make it a globally competitive and executable organization with quality and pricing backed up by a strong team.

OUR EDGE

We are now a consortium of efficient, responsive and experienced engineers with on-field technical expertise combined with CAD-modeled mathematical volume analysis. We certainly have the edge with constant technological innovation and upgradation - meeting international standards and solving intricate problems. LASER AND OPTICAL BASED TECHNIQUES LIKE OPTICAL TRIANGULATION, ELECTRO OPTICAL DISTANCE RANGING, OPTICAL REFERENCE LINE HAD BEEN PERFECTLY IMPLEMENTED BY US EVEN BEFORE OUR INDUSTRY PEERS THOUGHT BEYOND TRADITIONAL METHODS OF TANK CALIBRATION.
OUR COMMITMENT

We are committed to provide you with high quality services. We are accredited from BSI (UK) with ISO 9001:2008 QMS for our services and maintain rigorous quality control and audit at all stages of workflow - ensuring 100% customer satisfaction and commitment to post sales followup. We are pursuing constant upgradation of uneven and irregular surface data manipulation like 3D laser surface scanning to help industry achieve accurate volumes.

OUR FOCUS

To make the tank owner understand the extreme importance of accurate volumes. Tank Calibration and survey helps the owner of the tank to get a thorough feedback about inventory, leading to mixing accuracy linked to product quality and tank health, which if wrongly executed or left unchecked may prove costly and disastrous. A thorough understanding of any tank characteristic has earned us the reputation of a first hand solution provider in the industry - in India and worldwide.

OUR MAJOR SERVICES APART FROM TANK CALIBRATION ARE ULTRASONIC THICKNESS TEST OF PIPELINES IN TERMINALS, P&I DIAGRAMS WITH VALVES NOMENCLATURE, INSTRUMENTS, FIRE HYDRANT LAYOUTS WITH ALL SAFETY EQUIPMENTS AND OTHER LAYOUTS ON AUTOCAD AND TERMINAL SURVEYS, – ALL IN-HOUSE.

VERY IMPORTANT IS TANK SETTLEMENT TESTING, OVALITY CHECKING, TILT TEST, TANK FLOOR SCANNING WHICH WE SPECIALIZE.

CLIENTS IN OIL AND GAS, POWER, SHIPPING (INDIA)

1. Indian Oil Corporation (Refinery, Pipelines, Marketing)
2. Bharat Petroleum Corporation
3. Hindustan Petroleum Corporation
4. GAIL
5. ONGC
6. Essar Oil
7. Reliance Industries
8. Shell
9. Indian Oil Petronas
10. Petronet LNG
11. Numaligarh Refinery
12. Cairn Energy
13. Balmer Lawrie
14. IMC – Tank Terminals
15. Naturoil Bio Energy
16. Reliance Power (Dahanu, Rosa, Butibori)
17. Tata Power
18. Lanco Power
19. CESC
20. Alsthom Projects
21. Modest Infrastructure – Shipbuilding
22. Goodearth Marine (Archean Group) - Shipping
23. Adani Enterprise – Mundra Port
24. Louis Dreyfus Commodities – Oil storage
FOREIGN CLIENTS

1. Ministry of Oil, Iraq (Oil & Gas) – whole of Iraq
2. Starbest Nigeria (shipping)
3. Arus Dermaga – Malaysia (shipping)
4. WO Shipping Gmbh - Germany (Shipping)
5. Perenco -shipping
6. Azzawiya Refinery, Libya (Oil & Gas)
7. Velosi – Qatar Petroleum, Qatar for Qatar petroleum
8. DOLPHIN ENERGY, QATAR, RAS LAFFAN

And many in Mideast and south east

CLIENTS IN CHEMICAL & DRUG INDUSTRY

1. Berger Paints – All plants in India
2. Himadri Chemicals
3. Clariant Chemicals – Mumbai
4. Syngenta – Goa
5. Chandras Chemical – Kolkata
6. Tata Chemicals – Haldia
7. Paradeep Phosphate – Orissa
8. Jayshree Chemicals
9. United Phosphorous - Haldia
10. Shalimar Paints – Howrah
11. Philips Carbon Black - Durgapur
12. Mikasa Cosmetics – Gujarat
13. JHS Svengaard Hygiene – Himachal
14. Zeon Lifescience – Himachal
15. Reliance Lifescience – Andhra Pradesh
16. Bengal Chemicals - Kolkata
17. Nicholas Piramal – T.N.
18. CIPLA

STEEL, CEMENT & ALUMINIUM SECTOR

1. TS Alloys (Tata Steel)
2. Electrosteel Castings
3. Concast
4. Beekay Steel
5. AHW Steel
6. Harbans Ial Malhotra
7. Ambuja Eastern Cement
8. Durgapur Cement
9. Ultratech Cement
10. Vedanata
CLIENTS IN LIQUOR INDUSTRY (NOT TOTAL LIST)

1. United Spirits - Bhadrakali, Asansol, Srirampur, Hathidah, Gopalpur, Khurdah
2. United Breweries - Kalyani, Nelamangala
3. Pernod Ricard - Alwar, Derabassi, Jaipur, Chandigarh
4. Rajasthan Liquors - Jaipur, Punjab
5. HSB Agro – Rajasthan
6. N.V. Distilleries – Rajpura, Derabassi
7. Beam Global (Allied Domecq) - Alwar
8. Gajraj Dist. & Brewery (Batra) - Derabassi
9. Essencia Beverages (Seagram)- Howrah
10. Carlsberg Breweries - Hooghly
11. IFB Agro - Noorpur, Panagarh, Srirampur, Dankuni (Diageo), Durgapur, Midnapur
12. Priya Laboratories - Rajarhat
13. Mayell & Fraser - Sikkim
14. Mount Distillery – Sikkim
15. Esveegee Distilleries - Sikkim
16. Himalayan Distillery - Sikkim
17. Sikkim Distillery Ltd. - Sikkim
18. Yksum Breweries - Sikkim
19. SAB Miller Breweries – Aurangabad, Paradeep
20. CMJ Breweries – Meghalaya
21. Sikkim Breweries - Sikkim
22. Kals Distillery – T.N.
23. Karnak Distillery - Guwahati
24. Spey Bottling - Guwahati
25. Nilachal Distillery - Guwahati
26. Surma Distillery - Silchar
27. North East Bottling - Guwahati
28. Milestone Bottling - Meghalaya
29. Unokoti Bottling - Tripura
30. MJ Distillery – Bhagalpur
31. Millenium Bottling - Patna
32. Chitwan Blenders – Danapur
33. Alpine Distillery - Hooghly
34. Srilab Distillery - Kalyani
35. Cosmos Beverages - Siliguri

CLIENTS IN FMCG / HOTELS

1. Pepsico
2. Coca Cola
3. Hindustan Unilever
4. Hotels: ITC - Gurgaon, Agra, Le Meredien - Delhi, Lalit – Srinagar, Delhi
5. Emami
6. Adani Wilmar
7. Mrs. Bector – Himachal, Punjab
8. Bonn Nutrients
9. Priya Biscuits
10. Mukund Foods
11. Keventer Agro
12. Henkel Chemicals
13. Dabur
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